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1. INTRODUCTION
We devote our attention to the following integral

and we show that
I,(g, w) = IJO, OJ)exp \ --wg ‘(’ z ‘) 1 .

(1.2)

The above integral does not seem to be known except in the case n = 2.
The technique for the computation of (1.1) is quite interesting and relies
on some results on the spectrum of the operator
&4”f”
2

1 1.73
2
1 n
iEl aXi2 + z g (Xi 5 Xi)2 + T z1 w2xi2T

(1.3)

where fi2, g2, w2 are positive constants.
This operator has been studied in Refs. [l] and [2], where it has been
shown to have a discrete spectrum, which has also been exactly described in
closed form.
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The knowledge of the spectrum of H allows to compute the quantity
2 = Tr exp(-$H)

= c exp( -&J

= f(~, g, fi, /3).

(1.4)

A formal (see below) limit as fi + 0 gives the result
li~i(2~rh~ Tr exp( -+H)
= I dP1 -.+ dp,, dp, **adq,,
‘exP
=

(($5,"')"

I

-B

(

(1.5)

+$Piz+&lq.)s
2-l

* 1&31'2g,

223

z

3

+g&i2)]

/P'"w).

The above formula is based on the mechanical interpretation of (1.3);
it is, in fact, the Hamiltonian of a quantum system of particles in one dimension. Therefore, (1.4) describes the statistical mechanics of the system and the
limit fi -+ 0 should describe the statistical mechanics of the corresponding
classical system; according to the correspondence rule the first equality in
(1.5) follows [3].
Since the problem of computing (1.4) from the explicity known energy
levels E, is easy, the real mathematical problems that have to be solved are
the ones connected with a rigorous proof of the limit relation (1.5). It is the
purpose of this paper to provide such a proof thus providing also a rigorous
proof of (1.2).
This paper is self-contained. In Section 2 we summarize into a more
mathematical language the known results on the spectrum of H. In Section 3
we find different representation for the trace (1.4) in terms of a Wiener
integral using the Feynman-Kac formula. Using this representation we
show, in Section 4, the limit relation (1.5), i.e., that the fi --+ 0 limit is, indeed,
the classical limit.
In Section 5 we discuss a conjecture, so far unproved, on the system of
Hamiltonian equations
(l-6)
which implies (1.2).
In Section 6 we list a number of integrals which follow from the knowledge
of the one in (1.1).
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2. THE OPERATOR H
We shall regard the formal operator (1.3) as a densely defined operator on
-WVDecompose the space L,(R”) into n! orthogonal subspaces labeled by the
permutations of 71objects
L,(R”) = @ LtP(R”).

(2.1)

P

The spaceLzP(Rn) is the space of the functions f E L, such that
unless

f(% ,-a*,x,) = 0

XP1 >

*-- >

(24

xp,

where (Pi ,..., P,) is the set into which (l,..., n) is permuted by P.
If e is the identity (as a permutation) let 9;,e CLze(Rn) be the subspace
of the functions of the form
f (Xl Y’**, x,)=

fi
I i=l

fi

(xi-tq)”

P(x,*..x,)exp

---fixi
i=l
1

1

&if1

1

(2.3)

if xi > x2 > ... > x, andf = 0 otherwise; here P(x, ,..., x,) is a symmetric
polynomial of arbitrary degree. The spaces J@‘~ are similarly defined for all
the permutations.
On Op %L we define the operator H,,, as
(HMO

(~1 >...y4

h2 f a2f(xl***X,) +
axi
2 .i=l
(2.4)

if xi # xj , i f-j and otherwise

(f&f)
LEMMA.

(~1>...,x,) = 0.

If h > $ the operator HA,, is symmetric on 93A,Eand
HA,&‘,,

CL,p(R’Y.

The condition X > 8 is necessary in order to be sure thatf is in the domain
of the Laplace operator (notice the singularity off when xi = xi). We leave
the easy proof to the reader.
Next one needs the following theorem which is due to Calogero and
Sutherland [ 1, 21. Let
X=+(1
Then

+ (1 +$q1’2),

f=$.

(2.5)
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THEOREM If x > 3, the operators H~.J are essentially self-a+int
domain up 9& and

(1)

H~*J has a discrete spectrum

(2)

the eigenvalues of Hx,p are of the form

Ekl.....k, = wH t

(k, + 4) + WhA+

;

l) )

kf = 0, I,....

on the

(2.6)

f=l

The multiplicity of each e&nvalue is given by n! times the number of sets
(4 ,..., k,) of nonnegative integers (two sets are regarded as equul if they differ
byapermutation, e.g. (0, 0,0, 1, 3, 18) = (18,0, 1,3,0,0)).
When x > 3 we shall call the selfadjoint extension of H~#Jsimply H.
The operator exp - /IH is a trace class operator and

COROLLARY.

Tr exp( -j3H)
=n!exp

I

-/3 y

n(n - I)/

C* exp j-Pufi
kl.....k,

i

(ki + $11 .

(2.7)

i-l

Furthermore,
$$27rh)n Tr exp( --$H)
= exp -j3wg
I

n(n - 1)
27r *
2
I( Bw 1

G exp -@g
I

n(n 1’)

(2.8)
I

The * in (2.7) remembers that the sum is over the set (kI ,.,., k,) of n nonnegative integers. The corollary is a simple consequence of (2.6), and its
proof is left to the reader; the theorem is proved in Appendix.

3. THE OPERATOR exp - /3H
We now show that the kernel associated with exp(-flH) can be expressed
by means of a Wiener integral through the. Feynman-Kac formula [4].
Let 0 be the space of the Brownian sample paths (0 from x toy, i.e., 6’is a
function from [0, j3] to * such that e(O) = x, B(p) = y). On 0 we consider
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the Wiener measure (with fixed initial and final points) generated by gaussian
transition probability such that [4]

(3.1)
We shall need only the following properties of the measure P,,(dB) [4]:
(1) P,, is concentrated on the continuous trajectories from x to y.

(3.2)
(3) j

dY

j P,,(@ = 1.

Using the above definitions the Feynman-Kac formula for the kernel
where Z? is the formal operator
&3(*1 ... *?I 7Yl *.. y,J of the exp(-/#),
(1.3), is given by
q*1

.-* *n 3 Yl ... m)

= j (Ifi~q,*v4))
0”

(3.3)

i=l

The above integral certainly exists (since the integrand is measurable
and <l); furthermore, it is easy to check that K, defines a semigroup on
&JR*), 1 < p < 00, through the formula
.

(3.4)

(3.5)
We shall now show that K, is the kernel of the operator exp(-FH). Of
course, the problem we have to solve is wether the generator (if existing) of
the semigroup associated with K, coincides with H; in fact, it might correspond to a different self-adjoint operator associate to the formal operator Z?.
In this section, from now on, we restrict ourselves to the case n = 2 since
it already contains all the difficulties and the extension to the general case is
trivial. The results of the computations that follow are summarized in the
two lemmas below and in the theorem at the end of the section.
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Put (see (3.3))

+$foe
(e,(~)~
+82(+)
dT.
vc4
’4)=$Jy((j,(,)
?fl,(,))2

(3.5)

We prove the following two lemmas.
LEMMA

If j; > Q then for all f E 9i.z

1.

;~jkv!h/
= -

82
( 2

exp[-w, , e,)i- 1f (YlY2)
f&/,Wl)pQv,(de2>
P
1

(x1 - x2)2 + f

(x? +

.,a,)

f

(3.6)

(XP2)

almost everywhere in (x1 , xJ.
LEMMA
2. If x > 3 then for all f E 9x.p one can jind a function g E L2(R2)
such that the double integral in the limit relation (3.6) has a modulus not exceeding
g(x, , x2) for all 0 < j3 < 1. In other words the convergence of the limit (3.6)
is not only almost everywhere convergence but it is also a dominated convergence.

Clearly the above two lemmas imply that the limit (3.6) takes place also
in the L, norm.
Proof of Lemma 1.

Suppose x1 # x2 , say x1 > x2 . Assume

/w < +/ Xl-

x2 1

then the integral in (3.6) can be written

s

Pcc,,P,)
Pz,&W
dy,dy,

e,cs21
(i3ll~),e,cs
63’4
=a

exP[-

w&)1 - 1ftY 1 y2)
B

+ SBJS
Csame)
+ s,cs5(81P)&#S,
5(B’/~),e&s,p~P)
e@‘la)bame)

where S&31/3) is the interval [x1 - ,N3, x1 + ,N3].
Since V > 0 and the function f EZ?&J has a maximum
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we can use (3.2) to deduce that the sum of the last three integrals in (3.7) does
not exceed
3M $ .2 exp [- G]

= 12M exp[-1~fi1’3)l

8-fm- 0;

(3.8)

hence, only the first integral survives in the limit /3+ 0. Since x1 $1 xa
it is easy to deduce the statement of the lemma from the continuity of
f(yryJ and from the fact that, uniformly in 6r , d2C Szl ,(/31’3), one has

lim ew[-W% ) e2)l- l = _ &
(2
B-0
is

l
(x1 - xJ2

+ f (Xl” + x22)) .

(3.9)

Since f E9i,p we can write

Proof of Lemma 2.

(3.10)

f (x1y4 = I x1- x2lx6(3x2)exp[ - $j (~12-t-~71 ,

where $Jis a polynomial in each sector of L2(R2).
We apply the Schwartz inequality to the integral in (3.6) assuming
dyr dy2P351vl(d4) P,,,,(dO,) as measure and
+(yIy2) expH4W

(y12 + YAI

and
exp[- ‘(;

’ e2)1- ’ 1y1 - y2 Ix exp[-(w/4K)

(y12 + yz)]

as function to be integrated; calling &(x, , x2) the integral in (3.6) we, therefore, find

<h2

4sexP [-

& (Y12 +YP)]

x P,,,V~l)

PEzvp2)

[.r

exp

[

-

$

(Y12

(

exP[- v(;

Ye2>1- 1 j” , y1 _ y2 12.x

dY1dY2]
+ Y22)]

dY1dY2

Pq4,(4>

P,#*@2)]

where I is the integral in the second square bracket and
i@ = ~2

I d(rIu2)12 exp [-

2 (x2

+ Yz~)] -

- I,

(3.11)
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The integral which multiplies I in (3.11) is a Gaussian integral and can be
performed exactly giving
(1 + ($&,2))l/3
d

exp I -(‘12 + “)

8&(l +;#2))

I

(3.12)

exp I -(‘12 + ““) 8&(1 +w(wS,2)) I ,
(1 + (~W))“”

since j3 < 1.
Hence, all that remains to show is that I is uniformly
0</3<1.
Proceeding as in (3.7), and (3.8) we find
I G J e,Cs~(B’~3/4),e*cs,~s”3/4)

P,,,(dB,)

bounded for

Pz,(d#,)

x expWVI~211- 1 2,y1 _ y2 l26
)
(
B

(3.13)

- exp - $ (Y? + ~1~11dyl a~2 + 3W $ exp [I

l
32Pp9

] ,

where
-% = %y I y1 - y2 I2Aexp [ - $j ( y12 + 4h2)] .
Consider next only the first term I1 in the left side of (3.13), the other
being manifestly bounded in ,fL
We distinguish two cases 1xi - x2 1 < /F/s and 1X, - x2 / > $/s; in the
first case, if X > 3
I1 G ; (w’3)2x

(;c

(K2 + Y,z)] 1) < m ( cQ>
(3.14)
where we have used the fact that the measure u’y, dy&‘~.+(dB,) P,p,,(&32) is
normalized upon integration of 8r , 0, and y1 , y2 .
In the second case when 1X, - x2 1 > ,@/s
/b2(YlY2)

Xexp/-X(m~(Jc,*~)2+m;m

exp [- ;

(

X2*$Z2

;
“lj

(3.15)
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hence, if M,,(p) = (maximum of the integrand in (3.15) over (x1, x2),
IX1 - x2 1 > jPsf/s),we find, using again the normalization properties of the
measure,
(3.16)
4 < Mm G MO
since a straightforward calculation shows that M&3) is uniformly bounded
for 0 < j? < 1 if x > 3. Therefore, Lemma 2 is proved by combining (3.14)
and (3.16).
From the above two lemmas we deduce the following theorem.
THEOREM.
If x > 3 the semigroup generated by Ke is strongly continuous
and coincides with the semigroup exp(-PH).

Proof.

In fact if

f

E~X,J (we consider the case 72= 2 for simplicity),

(J&f 1Cwz) - f (~~4
P

(3.17)

dyl4, pz~&%)Pz2&%)exp[- WI%)1f WJ
= s
P

- f k4

Using the normalization of the measure,

s

dy, dy, P,&e,) Kc2,,(de,)
exp[- ‘(;“)’

- ’ f b’,y,)
(3.18)

+ j- dy, dy, P,,l(dBl) P,,(dfQf

(” “) ; f (*“‘)

.

The preceding lemmas imply, as we have seen, that the first integral in
(3.18) converges in L,(P) to

-

( (x1“’

x2)2 + g (x12+ x22))f @I%).

(3.19)

Furthermore, since x > 3 > #, f is in the domain of the Laplacian, and,
therefore,

s

dyl dy, P,,,,(dB,) P3C2yl(d02)f( y1 y2) ; f (*lx3

=sdh
dyz

exP[-((xl - r32/33~2>1exp[-((~2- ~s)~/2~~)1

x f (YlY2) - f (%X2)
B

2$?@
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tends, in L,(Rn), to

--- h2 azf - ay
2 ( ax, + ax, 1 (x1x2)*
Therefore, the operator KB is strongly differentiable on the dense set
Bl,p, and its derivates on this domain coincides with -H. Since 11I&I/ < 1
(see (3.5)) it f oll ows that AZ, has a generator and its generator is just -H:
K, = exp(+H).
4. THE

LIMIT

fi -+

0

The kernel K, defined in (3.3) is clearly such that
&7(x1 ,*-*>x, 9y1 ,..., m) < qP(Xl

,*a.>%a, y1 ,...>Y,),

(4.1)

where K(O) is the kernel obtained by setting g = 0 in (3.3). Clearly K(O),
by the Feynman-Kac formula for the harmonic oscillator, is the kernel of
the semigroup generated by the operator
(4.2)
This kernel is well
Yl "'Yn zz x1 a-f x,:
Kf’(xl

known.

We need its

expression

only

when

*** x, , x1 *** x,)
(4.3)

It is easy to deduce from (4.1), (4.3), and the fact that ICt) is a trace class
operator (for ,LI> 0) that K, is a trace class operator and
(2&i)” Tr K, = (2&Q” Tr exp(+H)

= 1 dx, *** dx, KB(xI a**x, , x, *** x,).
(4.4)

Notice (4.3) implies
(27r~‘i)~Kf)(x,

... x, , x, .+. x,)

< 4% w> exp[--c2(P, w> (xl2 + x22 + *a* + xn2>l,

(4.5)
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with C,(/3, w) < CO, C&3, w) < co, and fi independent. Furthermore, if
x1 # xs a computation identical to the one used to prove Lemma 1 in Section 3
gives (using also (3.1))
lim(2n#Q2 I&(x, .*. X, ,yn .**yn)

Tl+O

(4.6)
= ((/q21)“9)”

-_ /3w” n
2 i=l*c2
(Xi 2 Xj)”
c 4 ’

exp 1- Q;

hence, since the convergence in (4.6) is dominated by the right side of (4.5),
we deduce
lii(2~1-h)~ Tr exp(-fiH)

which is our main result and implies (1.2) as shown in Section 2.
5. A CONJECTURE
Consider for q1 > q2 > ... > qa the classical Hamiltonian
(5-l)
and assume that there exists a canonical transformation

fi(7, P) = w f

k7k + y

=(n - 11,

(5.2)

k=l

and the variables q.~are “angles” (i.e., ‘pi = qi f 2~).
Then, since the canonical transformations leave the Lebesgue measure
invariant,
dP1 --* dPn 4,

s
=

s d71

a.*4, ew[-P&

.a- d7, dvl -..

= exp - +(a
- l)/ -$ (%)“,
i
which is the right result.

41
Pwg
- ~?z(?z

- 1)

(5.3)
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The conjecture of the existence of a canonical transformation changing
(5.1) into (5.2) is verified, so far, only for 71= 2, 3.

6. OTHER INTEGRALS
Using Laplace transforms and the knowledge of
Aw2gt

P2fJJ) = j- (exp j-

y

2 (,& _I

.&92

-

7

k

xr\)

dxl

dx, ,
(6.1)

and putting

l
+$2X$
Wl ...xn)=g8c
2 *+i(Xi- %I”
a-1
(6.2)

one can compute the following integrals

(6.3)

For instance,

sdx,
-*- dx,

R”

-n/2 1 T(s - n/2) wg n(n - 1) (n’2)-s
1
(
2
w)?
P(s)
(V(x, !. xa)>” = (2 1
(6.5)

is valid for w > 0, g > 0, s > n/2. Also,

s

dx,

... dx exp[-BJ% ‘a*xdl
n (V(x, ***Xn))
,,-‘2s+n-2,/4~-W2,

with y = ,bg(n(n - 1)/2), s $0,
Whittaker functions.

66)
exp

[ 1
-

5

wk?s-n+2)/4.~-~+d~4

j3 > 0, w > 0, g > 0 and W,,, are the
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
It is natural to ask whether one really has to pass through the calculation of
Tr exp( -/lH) and the limit as fi -+ 0 to reach the results of the previous
sections.
It seems to us that a simply way of obtaining the results in question would
be intimately related both to a simpler way of deducing the spectrum of H
(which differs only by a constant from that of the caseg = 0) and to a proof
of the conjecture discussed in Section 5. The extreme simplicity of the
spectrum of H makes one believe that there might be a simple group theoretic
structure behind the theory of the operator H.

APPENDIX

Assume q1 > q2 > **a > qn and put

where
2 = ii

fi

i=1j=i+1

(4i - 44

64.2)

Then a straightforward calculation gives
VW (91 **- 4n)
zzznwh $+ji
(
x

I

“-+)

kG1 -a*qn) + 23 exp

]- $&i%2j

tAa3)

-yc “‘k:lg+&l$%g-$
W%7*) - wv9k)

Wh#k

qh

-

qk

We choose

Pkl...k,

( 41

where HJ4) is a Hermite polynomial and S denotes symmetrization and
denote #lcl...k, the corresponding element of 9& (see (A.l)).
409/44/3-10
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Using the equation
Hi - 28Hk = -2kH,
and assuming

Q~

>

Q~

> *-* >

pn,

we find

where
Ekl...k,

= wfi i (K, + +,
i=l

xofi

+ -yz(n

- 1).

Hence, if we put

and using the fact that
Ekl...k,

-

+l...h,

>Wh>O
H

and the fact that
(A4
is a polynomial of degree at most equal to gSI Ki - 2, it is easy to see that
the coefficients clc,...Ic can be recursively determined through the equation
obtained by equating”to zero (A.6). The p$...k, obtained in this way are
eigenvectors of H if x > 8.
It is also clear that the polynomials Pkl...k, can be expressed as finite linear
combinations of the new polynomials Pk,...k . Hence, the completeness of
the Hermite polynomials can be easily used ;o deduce the completeness in
Lze(P) of the functions !PkI...a,(ql .*. qn). The above constructions can be
repeated in the other sectors LzP(P).
The above remarks simultaneously prove the essential self-adjointens of H
on UP 9;,< for X > # and the remaining statements of Theorem 1.
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